"deregulation."
3 Consumers and exporters have a substantial economic interest in liberalization, and farmers and retailers have a huge stake in protection and regulation. Yet the economic conflict of interest between the two groups does not necessarily translate into political conflict, and the shifting balance of power between the two groups cannot explain the timing and substance of policy change. Consumers and exporters have not always defined their policy preferences in terms of their economic interests narrowly defined. Even when they have favored liberalization, they have not always articulated this preference in the political arena. And even when they have voiced a preference for liberalization, they have not achieved clear-cut policy victories but only complex compromises involving considerable compensation for the potential losers from liberalization.
The Economic Stakes in Liberalization
According to standard economic analysis, economic liberalization should reduce prices and expand choices for consumers, lower costs for producers, and increase overall economic growth. It not only improves efficiency in the short run, but can bring more dynamic long-term benefits by stimulating business activity and innovation. And the higher the level of protection and regulation, the greater the potential benefits from reform. A May 1997 Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI) report estimates that by 2001 major reform could raise real economic growth by 6.0 percent, increase direct investment by 39 trillion yen, and reduce consumer prices by 3.4 percent over 1995 levels (Kusano forthcoming). Frieden and Rogowski (1996) demonstrate how the ongoing process of internationalization might intensify domestic groups' interest in liberalization. Protection has both a distributive cost, in that it punishes consumers of a particular good in favor of its producers, and a social welfare cost, in that it distorts the allocation of resources within the economy. As international trade and capital flows expand, the gap between domestic prices of protected goods and world market prices widens, meaning that the welfare costs of protection (and hence the potential benefits from liberalization) increase. Frieden and Rogowski (1996: 34-35) note that this argument applies to structural barriers such as domestic regulation as well as to explicit trade barriers. Moreover, they hypothesize that internationalization may increase conflict between sectors, specifically between those relatively competitive on world markets, which favor liberalization, and those relatively uncompetitive, which demand protection. They also suggest that larger and more multinational firms are more likely to support liberalization than smaller and more domestic firms (also see Milner 1988) .
Frances McCall Rosenbluth (1996) applies this line of analysis to the Japanese case, arguing that the Japanese government only maintained protectionist policies for as long as it did because the unusual multimember district (single non-transferable vote) electoral system favored producer groups over consumers. Then since the 1980s, she suggests, the LDP has tried to appeal more to consumers by moving toward agricultural liberalization, retail deregulation and interest rate liberalization. In reality, however, consumers were strongly opposed to agricultural liberalization, ambivalent toward retail deregulation, and decidedly uninterested in deposit interest rate deregulation. So the LDP cannot possibly have advocated these policies to please consumers. Rather, the party has done its best to design liberalization so as not to lose consumer support.
Consumers
Japan's postwar economic system has fundamentally favored producers over consumers. 4 The financial system shifted resources from consumers to producers by maintaining deposit interest rates below market levels. Trade barriers allowed domestic producers to maintain higher prices, and prevented consumers from purchasing cheaper and/ or better products from abroad.
Weak enforcement of and bountiful exemptions to antitrust laws permitted price cartels and other forms of collusion between producers. And a wide range of economic regulations impeded competition, bolstered corporate profits, and increased price levels in sectors as diverse as retail and construction (See Table 1 ). According to standard economic theory, each of these features implies a substantial welfare loss for consumers. And yet Japanese consumers and consumer groups have not advocated liberalization, and have often strongly opposed it. To understand consumers' distinctive policy preferences, we must look to their historical role in war mobilization and reconstruction, and their political alliances with producers, workers, and opposition political parties. with the Japan Communist Party. These groups have been especially reluctant to embrace measures which might threaten labor unions, the core constituents of these parties. Ultimately, the consumer groups' allegiance with farmers and workers is not simply a matter of reciprocal alliances but also one of identity. Japanese are less likely than Americans to distinguish their identity as consumers from their identity as producers. Many of the consumer groups themselves have embraced the notion of the seikatsusha, literally "lifestyle person," which fuses the notion of consumer with that of worker and citizen (Maclachlan 1997: 64-67) . In addition, consumers see "weak" groups such as farmers and workers as their allies, and "strong" groups such as big businesses and foreign governments as their adversaries. In fact, they often use the very language of weak vs. strong to justify their policy positions. They contend, for example, that trade liberalization and deregulation merely serve to promote the interests of the strong at the expense of the weak. And if that is the case, then they would prefer to side with the weak.
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Industry
Like consumers, Japan's manufacturing exporters have an enormous stake in liberalization. We would expect them to strongly advocate trade liberalization so as to prevent retaliatory protection by other countries, and to demand regulatory reforms to enhance competition domestically and thereby reduce their costs in areas ranging from financial services 12 Garon (1997) are linked to the protected sector of the economy through Japan's distinctive interfirm networks.
They are tied to small manufacturers through supply networks, to wholesalers and retailers through distribution networks, to financial institutions through long-term banking relationships, and to a wide range of competitive and protected firms through industrial groups and crossshareholding arrangements (Gerlach 1992) . Even with the recession and the high yen, most firms have renegotiated their relationships with suppliers, distributors, bankers, and industrial group partners rather than abandoning them, because they feel that they gain more than they lose from these long-term relationships (interviews 1996-97) . To borrow the language of historical institutionalism (Steinmo, Thelen and Longstreth 1992), institutions shape preferences. Thus corporations' view of liberalization reflects not only their own interest in maximizing short-term profits, but also the broader implications of liberalization for business partners, relations with business partners, and relations with the government. They are unlikely to advocate liberalization when they judge that this will invite retaliation or otherwise jeopardize beneficial economic or political relationships.
As Mark Elder (1998) demonstrates, Japanese exporters have not protested the protection of intermediate goods industries, such as steel and petrochemicals, even though this protection substantially increased their costs. They tolerated protection because they benefited from government protection and/ or promotion themselves, and because they were linked to the intermediate goods producers directly through business relationships and indirectly through common links to banks, trading companies, and MITI. But exporters also used this network of relationships to ensure that the costs of protection were kept within reasonable limits.
Japanese corporations most commonly articulate their policy preferences through industry associations. They feel that they wield more influence by working together, and they often prefer not to take controversial policy stands on their own for fear of public criticism or private retribution. But at this level, they face the difficulty of aggregating the sometimes disparate interests of member companies. So industry associations that incorporate both competitive and protected sectors of the economy are unlikely to support liberal reform. In some sectors, companies overcome the most obvious conflicts of interest by subdividing into smaller associations. In finance, for example, each of the major segments of the banking industry has its own industry association. In broader associations, however, leaders often have difficulty in forging a consensus on policy. "Our industry is not that heavily regulated, but we do have some regulated areas, such as radio, medical instruments, and cable television and broadcasting,"
reports Kazuaki Ogasawara of the Electronic Industries Association of Japan. "So on deregulation we defer to Keidanren." 14 Mark Tilton (1997) would enhance competition in service industries. But they are reluctant to take a strong stand politically because they are tied to unions in protected sectors. 16 "We favor deregulation,"
explains one steel union leader, "but we still have to get along with our friends in the electricity industry unions." The steel unions all support deregulation, he notes, but they conflict with unions from more protected sectors at the level of the Japanese Trade Union Confederation (Rengo) . 17 Yet it is precisely at the level of Rengo where the unions concentrate their political activity. Rengo has taken a highly ambivalent stance on regulatory reform, welcoming it in principle yet opposing specific measures that might result in labor dislocation. Like many other interest groups, Rengo stands "in favor in principle, yet opposed on specifics" (soron sansei kakuron hantai).
The Political Parties
No Japanese political party has ever stood unequivocally in favor of economic liberalization, and no party is likely to do so in the foreseeable future. In part, this reflects the parties' recognition of the consumer and industry preferences outlined above. During its period of hegemony , the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) enjoyed an unusually broad support coalition spanning both the competitive and protected sectors, so it tried to avoid supporting policies which would blatantly sacrifice one part of the coalition in favor of another. In the early postwar years, the full range of the party's coalition --including big businesses, small businesses, and farmers --supported protection. The party's challenge was to find ways to support weaker sectors, such as small business and agriculture, without undermining its larger goal of promoting rapid economic growth. Japan's postwar system rested on a grand settlement in which the government pursued a high-growth economic strategy of low interest rates, tight fiscal policy, the transfer of personal savings into industrial investment, and active industrial policy; and it matched this with a political strategy in which it compensated specific constituent groups, notably farmers and small businesses, through protection, subsidies, and public works spending (Masumi 1985 , Calder 1988 , Woodall 1996 , Bullock 1997 . The party satisfied big business with its economic policy and gained diffuse electoral support through economic growth itself, but it earned "hard" votes by distributing material compensation to favored constituent groups.
Although this compensation grew to be somewhat costly, it was still less threatening to the high-growth economic policy than labor incorporation would have been (see Pempel and Tsunekawa 1979) . The party accomplished this delicate balance through an internal division of labor in which backbenchers pressed for compensation policies while party leaders guarded the party's long-term interest in sustaining sound economic policy. More critically, the party left much of the formulation and implementation of economic policy in the hands of bureaucrats, who were relatively insulated from the demands of specific groups. In many cases, the bureaucracy was able to design compensation policies that also had some economic merit, such as transport infrastructure projects or R&D subsidies for small businesses.
By the late 1960s, party leaders began to adjust their economic strategy to broaden their political support and undercut the opposition. They strengthened environmental protection, expanded welfare programs, and boosted public works spending (Calder 1988 , Curtis 1988 . As government spending rose and economic growth slowed in the 1970s, Japan began to experience large budget deficits. This brought to the surface the latent conflict of interest between big business and the protected sectors, with Keidanren pushing for limits on spending and farmers, small businesses, and other favored groups defending their benefits (see Otake 1994) . But given the LDP's dominance and the breadth of its coalition, it could resolve this conflict in house:
through balancing within the party rather than competition with other parties. The party sought to liberalize the economy without undercutting its own support from protected groups by externalizing the pressure for change, portraying itself as the defender of its constituents against outside forces. It amplified one form of external pressure, that from the U.S. government, and it helped to create another, the Second Provisional Council on Administrative Reform (Rincho).
Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki established the Rincho in 1980 with a broad mandate to promote fiscal reform, privatization, deregulation, and bureaucratic restructuring. Seizaburo Sato argues that the Rincho gave the LDP the best of all worlds: it could get the same political credit for holding the line on subsidy spending that it would get otherwise from pushing through spending increases.
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During the period of LDP hegemony, the opposition parties distinguished themselves from the LDP by pressing if anything for more protection and more regulation, not less. proponents of small government, in contrast to the LDP and the SDPJ, yet none of them has been able to break free from reliance on support from protected sectors of society (see Pempel 1997) .
Morihiro Hosokawa took office as prime minister in August 1993 with a commitment to change, but with little in the way of specific policy proposals. He had founded the Japan New Party (JNP) in 1992, a full year before the LDP broke up, giving him credibility as a true reformer rather than a mere opportunist. The party fared well in the July 1993 Lower House elections, garnering 39 seats and running particularly well among young non-aligned voters such as white-collar workers in the bedroom communities surrounding Tokyo (See Table 2 ).
Hosokawa promptly appointed a new study group on deregulation to be headed by Keidanren The largest group of LDP defectors fled with the mastermind of Japan's political revolution, Ichiro Ozawa, and joined his Japan Renewal Party (Shinseito). Ozawa articulated his own policy vision in a best-selling book (Ozawa 1993) , in which he advocates a more assertive foreign and defense policy, political reform, and economic liberalization. Yet it was unclear to what extent Ozawa could rally his new party, let alone the entire coalition, behind this vision. He lacked credibility on political and economic reform, for he had risen through the ranks of the old Tanaka faction, a haven of corruption and pork-barrel politics. He and his colleagues strongly supported deregulation in public, but also had to be sensitive to the political reality of competing with the LDP for financial and electoral support. That is, they would find more reliable support by promising protection and regulation than by touting liberal reform.
19 See Christensen (1996) on the implications of the new system.
Masayoshi Takemura led a smaller group of LDP defectors known as the Harbinger Party (Sakigake). Sakigake members were mostly young second-generation (nisei) Diet members, whose strong (inherited) political support organizations gave them considerable autonomy from their factions and the party (Otake 1996: 276-78) . Most were more dovish than their Shinseito counterparts, yet more strongly committed to liberalization. They included some of the most innovative and articulate reformist politicians, but the Sakigake as a party lacked any coherent collective identity. Shusei Tanaka and was determined to put together a larger party before the first election under the new system.
On policy, however, the Shinshinto represented an awkward union of doves with hawks, and economic liberals with socialists. Ozawa hoped that the alliance with the Komeito would bring in the highly organized support of the Soka Gakkai religious group. But the Komeito had traditionally defined itself as an ally of the weaker members of society, and its followers represent a conservative segment of the population especially unlikely to embrace liberal reform (Otake 1996: 294 A poll of Diet members in the August 1996 Bungei Shunju showed Shinshinto members to be more favorable toward deregulation than their LDP colleagues, although many Shinshinto members expressed reservations as well (Table 3) . Diet members were asked to choose which of two statements most closely reflected their own views: 1) Regulations on economic activity should be restricted to the protection of the weakest members of society, and should be relaxed or removed as soon as possible according to the principles of freedom and self-responsibility, or
2) The easing of regulations on economic activity should proceed gradually so as to avoid disruption, with due concern for the weaker members of society. Of Shinshinto members polled, 61 favored the more aggressive approach and 19 chose the more cautious approach. Of LDP members, 19 selected the aggressive approach and 24 preferred the gradual approach.
Hatoyama's Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) is equally riddled with internal contradictions. Hatoyama strongly advocates small government and decentralization; co-leader Naoto Kan champions bureaucratic reform; and yet the majority of party members come from the SDPJ, with their strongest political support from public-sector trade unions. "We favor deregulation," explains one party strategist, "but we rely on the unions for support, so we may not be able to push on this too much. Christensen 1996) . Even if this happens, however, no party is likely to push for drastic liberalization, for even those groups with the greatest stake in liberalization give it only qualified support. Moreover, those groups who oppose liberalization --farmers, workers, protected industries --offer more reliable financial and electoral support than those who advocate it. Although urban voters may favor some liberal reforms, they remain one of the least reliable political support groups: less likely to vote than other groups and more likely to change party affiliation (Bullock 1997) . And although Keidanren supports reform, it suspended political donations in 1993 and has only cautiously resumed them. Thus any party's best strategy remains to support deregulation in principle, but advocate only those specific measures where the benefits 24 are clear and indisputable. Other than that, most parties will try to cultivate one or more groups of core supporters ("hard" votes), and then devise an electoral strategy that combines campaign organization with personal appeal.
The Bureaucracy
Like Among the regulatory ministries, MITI has taken the strongest stand in favor of liberalization. Like the LDP, MITI represents constituencies on both sides of the debate: the beneficiaries and the victims of protection and regulation. And MITI's own organization --with a combination of functional and industry bureaus, and a coordinating secretariat --facilitates the internal balancing of these interests and the structuring of bargains across industries (Elder 1998 Other regulatory ministries oversee their own bargains between industry players within their jurisdictions: sectoral (micro) bargains which are embedded in the broader (macro) political settlement discussed in the previous section. The Ministry of Finance has presided over a complex regulatory regime which assigned specific rights and duties to different types of financial institutions, such as securities houses, insurance companies, and various types of banks.
Long-term credit banks, for example, performed the duty of providing long-term credit for industry, enjoyed the exclusive privilege of issuing bank debentures, and endured a prohibition on accepting retail deposits and strict limits on building new branches. The city banks, in turn, could not issue bank debentures, but could accept retail deposits and could set up many more branches. One can view this as a kind of "deal" between the ministry, the long-term credit banks, and the city banks. But this deal was embedded in a larger bargain between banks and securities houses, and that sectoral bargain was in turn embedded in a broader political settlement between big business, small business, and farmers. Likewise, the Ministry of Transport oversaw a sectoral bargain in the airline industry between three major players with distinct niches: Japan Air Lines, the international carrier; All Nippon Airways, the domestic carrier; and Toa Airways (now Japan Air System), the local carrier. This bargain was then embedded in a broader transport regime in which the ministry balanced the promotion and regulation of the airline industry with the development of road, rail and sea transport.
In practice, the government ministries have powerfully shaped the substance of liberalization because they have taken the lead in renegotiating these sectoral bargains. The ministries can play this role because they enjoy considerable discretion within the limits of their jurisdiction. 26 They are relatively insulated from interference from politicians, independent regulatory agencies, or the courts. Thus jurisdiction over a given sector rarely shifts from one ministry to another, or to another branch of government. This means that a ministry can serve as an effective broker between industry actors because it can enforce deals over time. In contrast, U.S. government departments could never orchestrate bargains in the same way because the arena of policy formulation constantly shifts from the departments to Congress, to independent regulatory agencies, to the courts, and to the states.
Ministries are also able to manipulate the balance of power within their jurisdiction by determining the relative representation of various societal groups in policy councils (shingikai) (see Schwartz 1998) . Ministry officials have to structure policy change in a way that respects the norms of fairness and balance between societal players, and this means incorporating the potential losers from policy change into the process of reform itself. For regulatory reform, this means that although the potential losers cannot block reform, they can strongly influence its substance. Typically they gain compensation in the form of strategic delays or government support to help them to prepare for new competition.
In renegotiating sectoral bargains, the ministries do not simply allocate resources according to the relative political power of the constituent industries, but pursue their own agenda at the same time. They try to promote their own view of the national interest, to facilitate their own functional responsibilities, and to preserve their own power. They tend to view the national interest in terms of long-term growth over short-term efficiency, and social stability over competition as a goal in and of itself. They are especially concerned with how policy change in one area might affect other policies within their jurisdiction. MOF officials, for example, have carefully considered how financial reform proposals might affect the ministry's ability to service the national debt (see Mabuchi 1994) . And of course, Japanese bureaucrats resist the devolution of authority to independent regulatory agencies, guard their discretion in implementing policy, and design reforms to maintain some leverage over industry (Vogel 1996) .
The Pattern of Reform
Thus the competitive and the protected sectors of the economy are linked in three ways --through direct economic and/ or social relationships, through political coalitions, and through bureaucratic networks. These linkages moderate societal demands for liberalization and condition its substance. Japan's distinctive approach to liberalization has been characterized by slow and incremental change; elaborate political bargains, typically involving compensation for the potential losers from reform; considerable efforts to prepare industry for competition; and sustain competition, and how much competition they could sustain. They added new routes at specified time intervals and carefully monitored results before moving on to the next step.
Furthermore, they gave special consideration to carriers fulfilling a public service function by serving routes with very low demand, such as those serving small outlying islands. These carriers were given priority to move into lucrative new routes and were protected from entry in their own most profitable routes. In response to increased pressure for regulatory reform, the ministry allowed a new carrier to enter the market in 1997, beginning with service from Tokyo to Sapporo.
In telecommunications, the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications has been less bound by past bargains of its own creation, for it played only a modest role in the sector prior to reform. Before privatization and "deregulation" in 1985, NTT was the dominant force in the sector as the monopoly carrier, the primary sponsor of R&D, and a regulator in its own right. In fact, MPT officials consciously designed the reforms to reassert their proper authority over NTT.
Under the new regime, the ministry has closely controlled price and service changes by both local and long-distance service --and also because they enjoy a more cooperative relationship with KDD. They allowed KDD to lower its calling rates more quickly to counter its own new challengers, and they kept NTT out of the international market altogether. Then in the fall of 1996, Prime Minister Hashimoto and other top political leaders began to argue that NTT should be allowed into the international service market so that Japan could have a national champion strong enough to take on British Telecom or AT&T. Hashimoto, the MPT, and NTT then worked out a delicate compromise whereby NTT would be allowed into the international market, but would be broken up into one long-distance carrier and two regional carriers, although the three units would remain joined within a single holding company structure.
In more politicized sectors, such as retail and agriculture, reform has entailed tampering with political settlements as well as bureaucratic bargains. Politicians have intervened more directly to ensure proper compensation for their political constituents, although bureaucrats have still fine-tuned the final bargains. In retail, MITI announced an initial proposal for reforming the Large-Scale Retail Store Law in 1989, and the U.S. government greatly intensified the pressure for reform through the Strategic Impediments Initiative (SII) talks. U.S. negotiators charged that the law closed out both American retailers and domestic discounters which might offer more foreign goods than the mom-and-pop stores. In addition, the high cost of distributing goods through this system eroded the price advantage of many foreign goods (Schoppa 1997: 155-63) .
The LDP relied heavily on small merchants for political support, so it was determined to find a solution which would not cost it this support (Kusano 1992) . The government phased in reforms gradually from 1990 through 1994, streamlining the approval process for large stores but still allowing the small merchants themselves to exercise considerable control (Upham 1996) . In practice, local regulatory boards have required most large store operators to reduce planned floorspace before accepting their proposals. MITI itself was a major beneficiary of the reforms, as it increased its leverage over the retail sector and acquired a new budget line of 10 billion a year to support the modernization of local shopping districts (Schoppa 1997: 174-80 ).
The Japanese government confronted one of its stickiest political dilemmas in late 1993
when it agreed to open its rice market, albeit very partially. It faced intense international pressure to concede so as not to derail the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade talks, and yet it faced powerful opposition from farmers and consumer groups. Even though the ruling coalition at the time excluded the LDP, the party most reliant on the farm vote, it included SDPJ politicians committed to supporting farmers and many other politicians from rural districts who were reluctant to cross the Nokyo. Bullock (1997) argues that the government developed an ingenious solution which conceded to international pressure without decreasing support for rice farmers or undermining the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries' (MAFF) regulatory authority.
It got the U.S. government to drop its insistence on tarification and agree to a minimum access plan whereby Japan would allow imports equivalent to 4-8 percent of total consumption. The ministry itself would administer the deal through a revitalized Food Control System, the traditional mechanism for controlling the distribution of agricultural products. It would import rice at world market prices, sell it at prices close to domestic prices, and then use the profits to subsidize farmers as compensation for liberalization, to invest in productivity improvements, and to increase rice stockpiles. Then with the LDP back in power, the Diet passed a mammoth 6 trillion yen package of additional rural public works and agricultural subsidies in October 1994.
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Can Japan Become a Liberal Market Economy?
In recent years, domestic pressure for policy change has dramatically increased. The prolonged recession has demolished one of the main pillars in the postwar system, stable economic growth, prompting opinion leaders to challenge hallowed postwar institutions and call for drastic reforms (Pempel 1997) . Meanwhile, the bureaucracy has become mired in a series of 27 Carlile's (1997) analysis of construction "deregulation" also fits the pattern described here: LDP politicians and Construction Ministry bureaucrats redefined "deregulation" to mean relaxing land-use regulations and construction standards, selling government land to private developers, and creating new public-private mega-projects. As a result, politicians found new ways to appeal to constituents despite fiscal retrenchment, and bureaucrats expanded jurisdiction and increased regulatory powers over industry. Also see Otake (1994) and Woodall (1996) . scandals, leading commentators to openly question its leadership. Actors outside the classic iron triangle of party, bureaucracy, and big business have emerged as some of the most vocal proponents of reform. American-trained economists have championed bold deregulation, and maverick discount retailers and rebel taxi companies have tried to capitalize on the mood of the moment to push for further reforms. The media has fueled a perception of dire crisis, weighing in strongly in favor of reform (Kusano forthcoming) . Within this climate, the major political parties all pledged bold reform in the October 1996 general elections. They paid slightly more attention to policy issues than they had in past elections, but advocated similar policies, focusing primarily on economic reforms to reinvigorate the economy and reduce government regulation. The dynamics of this competition pushed the LDP to pledge bolder reform than it might otherwise have done, leaving Prime Minister Hashimoto in the awkward position of having to deliver on his promises. The perception of crisis now makes it almost impossible to oppose reform outright.
Thus the natural proponents of reform may restrain their enthusiasm, but the opponents must also moderate their dissent. Farmers and unions and regulated industries must focus on shaping the terms of liberalization rather than opposing it altogether. The crisis atmosphere creates political space in which the process of renegotiating settlements and bargains becomes slightly easier. The potential losers will continue to shape the terms of their own defeat, but they may have to settle for less compensation than they might expect under more normal circumstances. And with the spread of financial crisis throughout Asia in late 1997, the spectacular failure of Hokkaido Takushoku Bank and Yamaichi Securities, and deepening concerns about the health of the Japanese economy, the calls for bold action have only increased.
Even so, Japan is not likely to converge on the Anglo-American liberal market model.
Japan's approach to regulatory reform to date contrasts markedly to that of the United States or Britain, where government authorities have aggressively promoted competition without trying to limit new market entry or to prevent the exit of inefficient firms; they have separated regulatory functions from industrial sponsorship by delegating these functions to independent regulatory authorities; and they have limited bureaucratic discretion by codifying regulation and formalizing the regulatory process (Vogel 1996) . Even as Japan liberalizes, ironically, its trajectory of liberalization is powerfully conditioned by the legacy of developmentalism. I have argued here that Japan's high-growth strategy was institutionalized in terms of economic and political ties between consumers and producers and between competitive and protected -25 -industries, and in sectoral bargains and national political settlements that slowed the pace and shaped the substance of reform. Ultimately, however, Japan's developmental system has shaped its approach to reform in other ways as well. That is, the system was characterized by a particular constellation of interrelated political bargains, policies, ideas and institutions. The high-growth strategy was not only institutionalized in the form of political bargains, but it produced a policy momentum which is not easily reversed; it was reinforced by an economic ideology which is not easily unrooted; and it became embodied in standard practices and behavior which are not easily abandoned. Thus we may find that the dramatic reforms of the 1990s --like those of the late 1940s and the 1970s --end up being more momentous in form than in substance, as earlier institutions and practices reassert themselves in new forms.
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28 See Hiwatari (1996) on adaptations in the 1970s.
